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Chris Michael:
“  The lattice and QCD community in Europe* has benefitted 
tremendously from Martin Luescher’s contributions. He has 
combined rigor with practicality in a way that underpinned the 
work of many groups (myself included).
  The list of his innovations is long and varied -- for me: the 
understanding and exploitation of finite size effects and the 
importance of many -scale studies are my top two.”

Europe* -> the World  (SA)

A leader/guardian,  who keeps high standards and morals 
of our lattice community. 

I regard Martin as my unofficial supervisor (without his 
permission): whenever I write a paper, I ask myself “how does 
Martin judge the quality of this work ?” . 

I regret very much a fact that I have never collaborated with him. So I know Martin mainly 
from his papers/talks, and discussions/conversations during conferences. 

When I read his papers, I always feel that what I think as a goal of the research is what 
Martin regards as merely a start.
I have never thought him as a competitor in research. He is always running too far ahead of 
me.
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1. Finite-volume effects to masses of stable particles

Volume Dependence of the Energy Spectrum in Massive Quantum Field Theories. 1. Stable Particle States
M. Luscher (DESY)  

Commun.Math.Phys. 104 (1986) 177
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Fig. 2a-d. Graphical symbols used for (a) the full propagator G(p), (b) the modified full propagator 

2 ~2 cospj . G(p), (c) the connected, fult propagator amputated n-point function G(pl .... , P,), 
\ j=l / 
and (d)the n-point vertex function F(pl ..... p,) 

Fig. 3. Decomposition of the 4-point function into 1-particle irreducible parts 

where the 3-meson coupling constant 2 is given by 

2 = F(p, q, k ) ,  (2.20) 

p + q + k = O ,  p Z = q Z = k 2 = - m  2 (2.2t) 

(the complex point (2.21) is away from the singularities of the 3-point function, cp. 
Subsect. 2.4). 

2.2. Statement  o f  Result  and Outline o f  Proof. We are now in a position to write 
down the long heralded asymptotic formula for the finite size mass shift: 

22e-TmL m Am = 16nm2L + - -  dye  ~lA-r~LF(iy) + O(e -'~z) . (2.22) 
- o o  

Stable particle

M(L)�m =
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to all orders in perturbation theory (here and below, rh denotes some mass 
satisfying the bound (2.23)). 

The analysis of the L-dependence of the self-energy diagrams which leads to 
Eqs. (2.28), (2.29) also allows us to identify the class of graphs, which contribute to 
the leading exponential decays of ZL (/3) at large L. These graphs can be summed 
up in closed form and one obtains 

~2,. (t3) = ½(11 + 12 + I3) + O(e-'~L), (2.31) 

r d4q 2 3 
I1 = J ( 2 ~ -  (j~=lc°sqjL)G(q+½p)G(--q+½P) 

• F ( - - / ~ ,  q + ½/3, - -  q + ½ /})F(/3,  l ~  1~  -- q-- 2P, q--~P), (2.32) 

Iz= I ~t cosqj G(q)G(O)r(-q,q,O)F(-~,~,O), (2.33) 

I3=S~(2j~=IcosqjL)G(q)F~,q,- -~,  --q). (2.34) 

The graphical representation of these integrals is displayed in Fig. 4. The proof of 
the mass shift formula (2.22) is now easily completed (Subsect. 2.7) by using 
complex contour integration to extract the asymptotic behaviour of 11, I2, and 13 
at large L. The analytic properties of the vertex functions, as far as they are needed 
for this last step, are established to all orders in perturbation theory in Subsect. 2.4 
(the discussion there also serves as a simple illustration of the abstract graph 
theory developed in the following subsection). 

2.3. Some Abstract Graph Theory. The proof of the statements made above 
requires some control over the topology of an arbitrary Feynman diagram. To 
facilitate this task, some notions and results from abstract graph theory are 
summarized here (a fuller account can be found in Nakanishi's book I16]). 

(a) Abstract Graphs. An (abstract) graph ff consists of a set of lines ~ ,  a non-empty 
set of vertices ~U and two mappings i and f from ~9~ into ~U called incidence 

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 4a-e. Graphical representation of the integrals It, Iz, and 13 (from left to right). The notation 
is as in Fig. 2 and the momentum flowing into the diagrams is/~ 

3-pt coupling forward scattering amplitude

F (�) = T (p, q|p, q), � = (p0q0 � p · q)/m

182 M. Lfischer 

p,O= a)(p"), etc. The normalization of the scattering amplitude so defined is such 
that the optical theorem reads 

Im T(p, qlp, q) = ] /~s  - 4m 2) o-to,(s ) , (2.16) 

where s denotes the centre of mass energy squared and atot(S ) is the total cross 
section. 

The relation between Am and T involves the forward amplitude 

F = T(p, qiP, q). (2.17) 

F depends on a single Lorentz invariant, which is conveniently taken to be the 
crossing variable 

v = p -  ( 2 . 1 8 )  

It follows from general principles that F(v) is a boundary value of a function, also 
denoted by F, which is analytic in the cut plane shown in Fig. 1. Crossing 
symmetry implies that this analytic function is even in v. Besides the physical cuts, 
F has no singularities in the simple theories considered here except perhaps for a 
pair of poles at v = -t- ½m. These arise from 1-particle exchange reactions as follows. 
Let F(p~, ...,p,) be the 1-particle irreducible part of the amputated n-point 
function G(pl, ..., p,). Using the graphical notation of Fig. 2, the 4-point function 
(and hence the scattering amplitude T) can be decomposed into 1-particle 
irreducible parts as shown in Fig. 3. The poles of the forward amplitude F at 
v = _+ ½m stem from the first two 1-particle reducible diagrams in Fig. 3, because for 
these values of v the momentum flowing through the middle propagators is just on 
the mass shell. For the residue of the pole, we thus have 

lira (v 2-¼m2)F(v)= ½2 2, (2.19) 
v--* --+ ~-m 

Im v 

I I I X 

- - m  

physical amplitude \ 
X ~ R e ~  

+ m  

Fig. 1. Analyticity domain of the forward amplitude F(v). There are cuts along the real line from 
-co to -m and from m to +co. Simple poles may occur at v= _+½m 

F (�)
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Fig. 8a-e. Graphical representation of the integrals/'1, I~ contributing to ~L (/~) (diagrams (a) and 
(b)). Diagram (c) represents the integral t~, which is the leading term in the large L expansion of 

where ~2[ is the finite volume self-energy of the Z-field and 

/~B = (imB, 0, 0, 0). (3.33) 

Summing up the leading Feynman diagrams contributing to ~ (/3B), we have 
~2[ (/3B) = 3111 z + O(e ,~L), (3.34) 

the integral I~ being graphically represented by the skeleton diagram shown in 
Fig. 8c. Provided rn~ is in the interval (3.28), the error term in Eq. (3.34) is given by 

rfi n > ]//2/~, (3.35) 

# = ]/m 2-1~m.2 . (3.36) 

Finally, evaluating I~ for large L by complex contour integration, we end up with 
3 2 

Arab = 16~Bz L e-uL + O(e-,,~L) (3.37) 

(the contribution of the ~bZ forward scattering amplitude is smaller than the error 
term). In quantum field theory, the calculation of Amn is thus very similar to the 
calculation of the meson mass shift A m, and it is quite clear that the physical origin 
of the size dependence is the same in both cases. 

mixed 3-pt coupling
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Fig. 8a-e. Graphical representation of the integrals/'1, I~ contributing to ~L (/~) (diagrams (a) and 
(b)). Diagram (c) represents the integral t~, which is the leading term in the large L expansion of 

where ~2[ is the finite volume self-energy of the Z-field and 

/~B = (imB, 0, 0, 0). (3.33) 

Summing up the leading Feynman diagrams contributing to ~ (/3B), we have 
~2[ (/3B) = 3111 z + O(e ,~L), (3.34) 

the integral I~ being graphically represented by the skeleton diagram shown in 
Fig. 8c. Provided rn~ is in the interval (3.28), the error term in Eq. (3.34) is given by 

rfi n > ]//2/~, (3.35) 

# = ]/m 2-1~m.2 . (3.36) 

Finally, evaluating I~ for large L by complex contour integration, we end up with 
3 2 

Arab = 16~Bz L e-uL + O(e-,,~L) (3.37) 

(the contribution of the ~bZ forward scattering amplitude is smaller than the error 
term). In quantum field theory, the calculation of Amn is thus very similar to the 
calculation of the meson mass shift A m, and it is quite clear that the physical origin 
of the size dependence is the same in both cases. 
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Fig. 8a-e. Graphical representation of the integrals/'1, I~ contributing to ~L (/~) (diagrams (a) and 
(b)). Diagram (c) represents the integral t~, which is the leading term in the large L expansion of 

where ~2[ is the finite volume self-energy of the Z-field and 

/~B = (imB, 0, 0, 0). (3.33) 

Summing up the leading Feynman diagrams contributing to ~ (/3B), we have 
~2[ (/3B) = 3111 z + O(e ,~L), (3.34) 

the integral I~ being graphically represented by the skeleton diagram shown in 
Fig. 8c. Provided rn~ is in the interval (3.28), the error term in Eq. (3.34) is given by 

rfi n > ]//2/~, (3.35) 

# = ]/m 2-1~m.2 . (3.36) 

Finally, evaluating I~ for large L by complex contour integration, we end up with 
3 2 

Arab = 16~Bz L e-uL + O(e-,,~L) (3.37) 

(the contribution of the ~bZ forward scattering amplitude is smaller than the error 
term). In quantum field theory, the calculation of Amn is thus very similar to the 
calculation of the meson mass shift A m, and it is quite clear that the physical origin 
of the size dependence is the same in both cases. 

MB(L)�mB =

interactions estimate of finite size effect to masses

I were satisfied with this, but Martin not ...

finite size effectinteractions



2. Finite-volume method to scattering lengths

Volume Dependence of the Energy Spectrum in Massive Quantum Field Theories. 2. Scattering States
M. Luscher (DESY) 

Commun.Math.Phys. 105 (1986) 153-188
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Since the wave functions of the mesons are spread throughout the box, the
probability for the particles to be within interaction distance is inversely
proportional to the volume and the resulting energy shift is hence expected to be
proportional to L~3. Thus, the leading corrections to the free field energy spectrum
in the two-particle sector arise from real (as opposed to virtual) scattering
processes and the situation is therefore entirely different from the one considered in
ref. [1], in particular, new mathematical tools will be required to prove relations
such as Eq. (1.3) below.

In this paper it is shown that the individual two-particle energy values can be
expanded in a power series of 1/L with calculable coefficients, which are simply
related to the elastic meson scattering amplitude. For example, for the lowest level
(p = 0), the first few terms in the expansion are given by

)' (È 3)

d =-2.837297, (1.4)

c2= 6.375183, (1.5)

where ·0 denotes the S-wave scattering length, i.e. in terms of the S-wave scattering
phase shift <50, we have

·0=lim-?-(e

2^-l) (1.6)
P^O 2Èp

(p: magnitude of the meson momentum in the centre of mass system). Thus, as
anticipated above, the leading finite size correction to the two-particle energy W is
inversely proportional to the volume. The subleading terms arise from multiple
scattering processes and involve the coefficients cfl and c2, which are related to the
zeta-function of the Laplacian on a 3-dimensional torus [_cl and c2 are constants of
the momentum lattice (1.2) in other words]. The higher terms in Eq. (1.3) depend
on successively higher derivatives of the scattering amplitude at zero momentum
and can be obtained quite easily if desired.

For the levels with p ÷ 0 and in more complicated situations involving particles
with different masses and particles with spin, the large L expansions look similar to
Eq. (1.3), in particular, the leading non-trivial term is always proportional to L"3.
A remarkable aspect of these expansions is that the coefficients are determined
solely by the scattering phase shifts ‰t (and their derivatives) at momentum p, i.e.
there is no reference to the particle interactions at other energies.

In their work on the non-ideal Bose gas almost 30 years ago, Huang and Yang
[3] have already derived Eq. (1.3) in the special case of two (non-relativistic) hard
spheres enclosed in a periodic box1. More recently, the existence of the first non-
trivial term in Eq. (1.3) has also been mentioned in ref. [4] in the course of a
discussion of statistical errors in quenched hadron mass calculations. The proof of

11 am indebted to N. Rivier for drawing my attention to this work. A small numerical discrepancy
between the constants cl9 c2 as calculated in ref. [3] and the values quoted here is due to an
approximation made by Huang and Yang

lowest energy of two particles in a finte box
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S-wave scattering length

special case: Huang-Yang, PR 105(1957) 767.

This is a great result, but Martin did not stop thinking.

L
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3. Finite-volume method to scattering phase shifts
Two particle states on a torus and their relation to the scattering matrix

Martin Luscher (DESY) 
 Nucl.Phys. B354 (1991) 531-578

two particle energy in a finite box

W = 2
�

m2 + k2 < 4m k �= 2�

L
n (n � Z3)

due to the interaction between two particles

scattering phase shifts

k cot �0(k) =
2�
�L

Z00(1; q2)Ex: S-wave phase shift �0(k) k = |k| q =
kL

2�

generalized zeta-function Z00(s; q2) =
1�
4�

�

n�Z3

(n2 � q2)�s

Martin has finally obtained the satisfactory answer.

(center of mass system below inelastic threshold) 
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Some generalizations

1. extension to the moving frame
Rummukainen-Gotlieb, NPB450(1995)397.

2. extension to multiple two-body channel

Hansen-Sharpe, PRD86(2012)016007.

Liu-Feng-He, IJMP A21(2006)847.

Lage-Meissner-Rusetsky, PLB681(2009)439.

Bernard-Lage-Meissner-Rusetsky, JHEP1101(2011)019.

Doring-Meissner-Oset-Rusetsky, EPJ A47(2011)139.

3. extension to three-body channel

Hansen-Sharpe, arXive:1311.4848[hep-lat].

Briceno, PRD89(2014) 074507.

Briceno-Davoudi, PRD87(2013)094507.

Kreuzer-Griesshammer, EPJ A48(2012)93.

Briceno-Davoudi, PRD88(2013) 094507.
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A + B � A + B

A + B � C + D

NNN � NNN



Some numerical results
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FIG. 15. Results of the scattering phase shifts in the continuum limit (dashed line) and a band

of error bars. Solid line [28] is estimated with experimental inputs using the Roy equation. Symbols
represent data of Aachen-Cern-Munich Collaboration [30] and of Losty et al. [31].
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FIG. 9. Scattering amplitude A(p̄) = tan !(p̄)/p̄ · Ē/2 for fixed quark masses. The fit curve is
also plotted. The open symbols indicate data omitted in the fitting procedure.
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FIG. 2: We show for the ensembles A1 (upper left), A2 (upper right), A3 (lower left) and A4

(lower right), the scattering phases calculated in the CMF, MF1 and MF2 together with the fits

to the e!ective range formula Eq. (2). At the position where the scattering phase passes !/2, the

resonance mass m! (denoted as aMR in the graph) is determined. Through the fit, the coupling

constant g!"" and decay width "! are also extracted.

D. Comparison with other results

Using the resonance masses determined in the previous section, we show our values for

m! together with those of other groups in Fig. 3 as a function of m". In order to compare

these results, we scale m! and m" with the Sommer scale r0 [27] as determined by the

groups individually. This avoids systematic e!ects when determining the lattice spacing

from di!erent observables and is most appropriate when one aims only at a comparison of

results between di!erent groups. We find a rather satisfactory agreement and attribute the

mild variation among the groups with possible residual cuto! and finite-size e!ects in the

various calculations, although a definite conclusion cannot be given here.

We remark that our values of m! in physical units result from using the lattice spacing
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sin2 �(p)

m� = 480MeV m� = 420MeV

m� = 330MeV m� = 290MeV

II. METHOD

A. Scattering phase

In an elastic scattering system, the relativistic Breit-Wigner form (RBWF) for the scat-

tering amplitude al with a resonance at a center-of-mass (CM) energy MR and with a decay

width !R is [20]

al =
!
"
s!R(s)

s!M2
R + i

"
s!R(s)

, s = E2
CM ,

where ECM is the CM energy and al is related to the scattering phase of the lth partial wave,

!l, through al = (e2i!l ! 1)/2i. The RBWF corresponding to !l is then

tan !l =

"
s!R(s)

M2
R ! s

. (1)

The "-resonance has quantum numbers IG(JPC) = 1+(1!!) and decays into two pions in

the P-wave. A description of the scattering phase as a function of the ECM is provided by

the e"ective range formula (ERF) [21]

tan !1 =
g2"##
6#

p3

ECM(m2
" ! E2

CM)
, p =

!

E2
CM/4!m2

# , (2)

which fits the experimental data well. In Eq. (2) !1 is the P-wave pion-pion scattering

phase, g"## is the e"ective " # ## coupling constant and m" is the "-meson mass. We

remark already at this point that we will use the ERF also for our lattice calculations to

fit the scattering phase, even when using pion masses that are larger than the physical one.

Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), we find that the ERF is a particular case of the RBWF if the

parameters MR and !R(s) are chosen such that

MR = m" , !R(s) =
g2"##
6#

p3

s
.

The rho decay width !" can then be computed in the following way,

!" = !R(s)

"

"

"

"

s=m2
!

=
g2"##
6#

p3"
m2

"

, p" =
!

m2
"/4!m2

# . (3)

Thus Eqs. (2) and (3) allow us to extract m" and !" by studying the dependence of the

pion-pion scattering phase !1 on ECM .

4

2-flavor twisted mass Wilson fermion

P-wave
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FIG. 11. P -wave ⇡⇡ elastic scattering phase-shift, �1(Ecm), as determined by describing the finite-volume spectra by resonant
parameterisations as described in the text. The barrier factor variations and the Peláez & Ynduráin fit all lie on top of each
other. Also shown as gray points are the data previously presented in Fig. 10. Energy region plotted is from ⇡⇡ threshold to
KK threshold.

we choose our usual scale setting procedure where
at = atm⌦

mphys
⌦

using the ⌦ baryon mass determined

on these lattices (atm⌦ = 0.2951) and the physical ⌦
baryon mass m

phys
⌦ = 1672MeV, then the simple Breit-

Wigner fit corresponds to mR = 863.5(19)(6)MeV and
�R = 10.1(6)(1)MeV. As expected in a calculation with
heavier than physical mass light quarks, the resonance
mass is somewhat larger than the physical ⇢ mass. The
small width is explained by the much-reduced phase-
space for decay of an 864 MeV resonance into two pions
of mass 391 MeV compared with the physical kinemat-
ics. We observe from the rather similar �

2
/Ndof that

the data do not clearly distinguish between the various
parameterisations which vary only in the tails of the res-
onance. This may be due to the very narrow nature of
the resonance with the small phase space for decay.

B. Role of higher partial-waves

From Eq. 7 and Table III it is apparent that in principle
many partial waves contribute to the determination of
the finite-volume spectrum in each irrep, in particular
when the system is in-flight. The next lowest ` that can
contribute in ⇡⇡ I = 1 scattering is ` = 3 which is leading
in e.g. irreps (~P = [001], B1) and (~P = [001], B2). For
the lattice volumes we consider, the lowest energy level
in these irreps is always above the elastic region, and
as such we cannot apply Eq. 7 without concern about
neglecting other open channels (in this case KK). If we
assume that there is zero coupling into KK and proceed

in a cavalier manner with application of Eq. 7 we obtain
points at energies only slightly above the KK threshold
that have �3 compatible with zero (roughly (�1± 1)�).

One way to obtain estimates of �3 in the elastic
regime is to consider a number of approximately de-
generate energy levels coming from di↵erent irreps. By
writing a version of Eq. 7 for each one we can ap-
proximately solve that coupled set of equations for
�1, �3 at the relevant energy. This approach was de-
scribed in some detail for ⇡⇡ I = 2 scattering in
[17]. An example set of levels is ([000], T�

1 , n = 0),
([001], E2, n = 0) and ([011], B2, n = 0) which on the 243

lattice all have an energy atEcm ⇡ 0.153(1). Solving the
coupled system of equations we find �1 = 145.7(22)� and
�3 = �0.048(55)�. The same set of levels on the 203 lat-
tice have atEcm ⇡ 0.155(1) and give �1 = 151.1(30)� and
�3 = +0.002(24)�.

We also tried parameterised fits to all data points, as
in the previous section but including a scattering length
parameterisation for the ` = 3 wave, p7cm cot �3 = 1/a3, as
well as a resonant parameterisation of �1(Ecm). The fits
were of essentially the same quality (in �

2
/Ndof) and gave

a3 = �3.4(33)(6)⇥106 ·a7t with a negligible change in the
` = 1 Breit-Wigner parameters. This parameterisation
gives �3 = �1.3(13)� at the KK threshold.

In summary, the lattice data require no non-zero value
of �3 throughout the elastic region and our analysis in
the previous section based upon �3 = 0 is justified.

These observations (at m⇡ ⇠ 400MeV) are in ac-
cord with experimental expectations (at the physical pion
mass). In the ⇡⇡ partial wave analysis of Estabrooks
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FIG. 10. P -wave ⇡⇡ elastic scattering phase-shift, �1(Ecm), determined from solution of Eq. 7 applied to the finite-volume
spectra shown in Fig. 9 under the assumption that �`>1 = 0. Energy region plotted is from ⇡⇡ threshold to KK threshold.

atmR = 0.15226(34)(11)
2

4
1 �0.14 �0.09

1 0.32
1

3

5
g = 5.06(15)(2)

R/at = 16.6(52)(17)

�

2
/Ndof =

43.6
29�3 = 1.68,

which shows a slightly improved quality of fit, although
there is clearly some correlation between the coupling g

and the range R. The range expressed in physical units
R = R

at

atm⌦

mphys
⌦

⇡ 0.6 ± 0.2 fm would seem to be reason-

able on the usual hadronic scale. The resulting energy
dependence is shown by the red curve in Fig. 11 where
it is seen to approach 180� more rapidly than the simple
Breit-Wigner.

The particular form of the damping function is a
model-dependent choice and we can explore the sensi-
tivity by trying other parameterisations. For example a
gaussian form (previously considered in a quark model
study [35]),

�gau.
`=1 (Ecm) =

g

2

6⇡

p

3
cm

E

2
cm

e

�p2
cm/6�2

e

�p2
R/6�2 . (11)

Fitting the same dataset we obtain

atmR = 0.15224(34)(14)
2

4
1 �0.18 0.16

1 �0.47
1

3

5
g = 5.08(17)(3)

at� = 0.029(7)(3)

�

2
/Ndof =

43.5
29�3 = 1.67,

indicating that the particular functional form of the
damping appears to be relatively unimportant. In phys-

ical units, � = at� · mphys
⌦

atm⌦
⇡ 160(40)MeV. The energy

dependence is shown by an orange curve in Fig. 11 that
lies almost exactly on the red curve already described.
Another parameterisation that has been used to fit ex-

perimental phase-shift data is provided by Peláez and
Ynduráin (see Ref. [36] and their subsequent papers),

cot �1(Ecm) =
Ecm

2p3cm
(m2

R � E

2
cm)

⇥
"

2m2
⇡

m

2
REcm

+B0 +B1
Ecm �p

s0 � E

2
cm

Ecm +
p

s0 � E

2
cm

#
,

which, while it appears cosmetically to be very di↵er-
ent to a Breit-Wigner, in fact has an energy depen-
dence which is rather similar, with the three parameters
mR, B0, B1 able to conspire to provide damping. The
additional parameter, s0, is not allowed to float, and fol-
lowing the proposers’ suggestion is set to 2m⇡ +m⇢, as
determined on this lattice, at

p
s0 = 0.29. Fitting yields

atmR = 0.15227(34)(12)
2

4
1 �0.06 �0.05

1 0.99
1

3

5
B0 = 2.71(77)(21)
B1 = 6.0(33)(9)

�

2
/Ndof =

43.7
29�3 = 1.68,

a reasonable description of the data. The extremely high
degree of correlation between B0 and B1 suggests that
they may not be the most natural way to parameterise
this amplitude. The energy dependence is plotted in
Fig. 11 using a green curve that lies almost exactly under
the orange and red curves already plotted.
We have presented the data and fits in units of

the inverse temporal lattice spacing thus far to avoid
ambiguities with how one sets the lattice scale. If

I = 1 �� scattering (� resonance) Dudek-Edwards-Thomas, PRD87(2013)034505

�1(Ecm)

2-flavor anisotropic clover fermion

m� � 400 MeV

as � 0.12 fm
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FIG. 5. The p-wave scattering phase shift !l=1 as a function of
!
s for I = 1/2 and I = 3/2. Di!erent colors/symbols indicate

results from di!erent irreducible representations (2), while the !1 point obtained by taking into account !1,2 mixing is indicated
by a black dot (left panel, around

!
s=1.34 GeV). Note that three points (circle, triangle and diamond) near

!
s " 0.91 GeV

are overlapping. The line represents a fit over a pair of Breit-Wigner resonances (see equation (11)).

V. PHASE SHIFTS AND K! RESONANCES IN
I = 1/2 CHANNEL

Each energy level En from the previous section renders
a specific momentum p! = |pcmf

K | = |pcmf
! | of ! and K in

center-of-momentum frame via

!
s =

!

E2
n " P 2 =

!

m2
! + p!2 +

"

m2
K + p!2 ,

q # L
2!p

! , (6)

where q is dimensionless. Unlike in experiment, where p!

is continuous due to L =$, in our simulation we obtain
only discrete values of p!.

1. Phase shift !1 for
!
s < 1.3 GeV and the K!(892)

resonance

K! scattering in p-wave is known to be elastic for!
s < 1.3 GeV experimentally [8, 9]. In this region the

elastic phase shift "l=1(s) at s = E2
n " P 2 is reliably

extracted for each value of q = p!L/2! (or En). The
relation "1(s) = atan[!3/2q/Z00(1; q2)] for P = 0 was
originally derived by Lüscher in [42, 43]. For the case of
P %= 0 the relevant Lüscher-type relations were derived
in [3], where they are explicitly given by the equations
(41), (42) and (56) for the irreducible representations
B3, B2 and E, respectively. These three relations ne-
glect "l=2(s): this is a good approximation for the region!
s < 1.3 GeV since it is below K!

2 (1430) [8, 9]. The
resulting "1 is plotted in Fig. 5 and listed in Table III.
The main uncertainty in the resulting phases is the ne-

glect of the exponential finite-volume corrections, which
may not be completely negligible on our small volume
and will have to be addressed in future simulations with
larger L.

The Lüscher-like relations provide only tan("1), so the
resulting phase is determined up to ±N · 180" and we
choose N such that the phase is rising with increasing!
s (as expected in a elastic resonant channel where "

increases by 180" for each resonance).
There are four phase shift points in the vicinity of

K!(892) and a fast rise of the phase in a narrow region
around

!
s & 0.89 GeV & mK! is apparent. These four

points will be used for the exploratory extraction of the
K!(892). Note that phase shift points from B3, E and
T#
1 , that almost overlap in

!
s, overlap also in "1; this

is a non-trivial check of the approach since Lüscher’s re-
lations for these three irreducible representations have a
di!erent form [3, 4].
The four phase shift points with

!
s near the narrow

K!(892) are expected to be well described by the Breit-
Wigner form

Tl(s) =

!
s"(s)

m2
K! " s" i

!
s"(s)

=
e2i"l(s) " 1

2i
=

1

cot "l(s)" i
,

"(s) = "[K! ' K!] =
g2

6!

p!3

s
. (7)

where the K! ' K! width " is parametrized in terms
of the phase space and the K!(892) ' K! coupling g.
The phase space is smaller for m! = 266 MeV than for
mphy

! , while the coupling g is expected to be only mildly
dependent on m!, as explicitly verified within unitarized
ChPT in [32]. So our main result will not be the width
but rather the coupling g, that will be compared to the
experiment. The Breit-Wigner relation (7) can be rewrit-
ten in the form

p!3!
s
cot "1(s) =

6!

g2
(m2

K! " s) (8)

K�(�K, P-wave) Prelovsek-Leskovec-Lang-Mohler, PRD88(2013)054508

3

FIG. 1. Discrete spectrum of cm-frame energies obtained from variational analysis of correlation matrices featuring “single-
meson” and “meson-meson” operators at three spatial volumes. Red bands are ⇡K non–interacting level positions, green bands
are ⌘K non–interacting level positions. (a) ~P = [000], � = A+

1 spectrum (dominated by JP = 0+ with negligible contributions

from J � 4). (b) ~P = [001], � = A1 spectrum (JP = 0+, 1�, 2+ all contribute).
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FIG. 2. (a) JP = 0+ amplitudes – open circles on axis show ⇡K and ⌘K thresholds. Upper panel: ⇡K and ⌘K phase-shifts
in degrees. Lower panel: inelasticity. Points in center show the energy levels on three volumes used to constrain the t-matrix
extraction – solid points show ~P = ~0, open circles show ~P 6= ~0. (b) JP = 1� around the ⇡K threshold. Points determined
directly without parameterization of the vector amplitude from three volumes: 163(boxes), 203(circles) and 243(triangles).

Curve shows the result of a relativistic Breit-Wigner parameterization, p3 cot �1 = (m2
R � s) 6⇡

⇥
s

g2R
. (c) JP = 2+ amplitudes –

open circles on axis show ⇡K, ⌘K and ⇡⇡K thresholds.

constant matrix, while the ⇤K threshold region in 1� is
described by a relativistic Breit-Wigner. We assume that
the influence of partial-waves, J � 3, is negligible in this
energy region.

The resulting t-matrices are plotted in Fig. 2 – for
0+, 2+, ⇤K and ⇥K phase-shifts and an inelasticity, de-

fined in tii =
(�e2i�i�1)

2i⇥i
, tij =

⇥
1��2 ei(�i+�j)

2
⇤
⇥i ⇥j

, for channels

i = ⇤K, ⇥K, are shown, while for 1� we plot the func-
tion p3 cot �, which is real and continuous across the ⇤K
threshold. In each case we present the ⌅2/Ndof for the
parameterized description of the input spectrum, which
we find to be quite acceptable.

The points shown in the center of Fig. 2(a), which
cover the whole energy region plotted, indicate that we
are strongly constraining the energy dependence of the
amplitudes; in particular note that the low-energy be-

havior of the 0+ ⇤K amplitude is constrained by points
at or below threshold. Similarly in Fig. 2(c), the energy
dependence of the 2+ amplitude is well sampled in the
region of the rapid rise of the phase-shift. This region is
above the ⇤⇤K threshold, which can in principle couple
to the 2+ partial-wave – we have assumed here that there
is negligible coupling to this channel.

We observe that the ⇤K phase-shifts in 0+, 2+ rise
through 90⇥ suggesting resonant behavior, and while this
rise is slow in the scalar channel, it is rapid in the ten-
sor, indicating a likely narrow resonance. The extracted
inelasticities are compatible with unity corresponding to
an approximate decoupling of the ⇥K channel from ⇤K.
The ⇥K amplitudes are found to be weak and repulsive.

The 1� amplitude around the ⇤K threshold, shown in
Fig. 2(b), has the behavior expected of a bound-state,

�K, �K Dudek-Edwards-Thomas-Wilson, arXiv:1406.4158
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lattice sizes, and a simple formula then relates the square of the corresponding transition
amplitude in finite volume to the physical decay rate in infinite volume.
The problem is thus reduced to calculating the required finite-volume transition am-

plitudes. Since the initial and final states are isolated energy eigenstates, these matrix
elements can in principle be computed using established techniques, such as those com-
monly employed to determine form factors. An additional difficulty is that the relevant
two-pion states are not the lowest ones in the specified sector. Two-particle states in
finite volume have, however, previously been studied [4]–[14] and practical methods
have been devised to calculate the higher levels.
To keep the presentation as transparent as possible, we shall consider a simplified

generic theory with two kinds of spinless particles, referred to as the kaon and the pion.
Details are given in the next section, and we then first discuss the form of the two-pion
energy spectrum in finite volume. This is essentially a summary of the relevant results of
refs. [15]–[17]. In Sect. 4 we define the transition amplitudes in finite volume and state
the formula that relates them to the corresponding decay rates in infinite volume. The
following sections contain the proof of this relation and a discussion of its application
to the physical kaon decays.

2. Preliminaries
As announced above, we consider a generic situation where there are two particles, the
“kaon” and the “pion”, with spin zero and masses such that

2m! < mK < 4m! . (2.1)
We assume that the symmetries of the theory are such that the kaon is stable in the absence
of the weak interactions and that the pions scatter purely elastically below the four-pion
threshold. The weak interactions, described by a local effective lagrangian Lw(x), then
allow the kaon to decay into two pions. The corresponding transition amplitude is

T (K ! !!) = "! p1, ! p2 out|Lw(0)|K p#, (2.2)
withp1,p2 andp the four-momenta of the pions and the kaon.We shall only be interested
in the physical case where the total momentum p = p1 + p2 is conserved. Lorentz
invariance and the kinematical constraints then imply that the transition amplitude is
independent of the momentum configuration.
The meson states in Eq. (2.2) are normalized according to the standard relativistic

conventions (AppendixA) and their phases are constrained by the LSZ formalism. In the
case of the pions, for example, one assumes that there exists an interpolating hermitian
field "(x) such that

"0|"(x)|! p# =
!

Z! e$ipx (2.3)
for some positive constant Z! . If the phase of the kaon states is chosen in the same way,
the CPT symmetry implies

T (K ! !!) = Aei#0 (2.4)
with A real and #0 the S-wave scattering phase shift of the outgoing pion state. The
decay rate is then given by the usual expression

$ = k!

16!m2
K

|A|2 , k! % 1
2

"

m2
K $ 4m2

! , (2.5)

proportional to the pion momentum k! in the centre-of-mass frame.

K � �� decay amplitude
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2

"

m2
K $ 4m2

! , (2.5)

proportional to the pion momentum k! in the centre-of-mass frame.
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lattice sizes, and a simple formula then relates the square of the corresponding transition
amplitude in finite volume to the physical decay rate in infinite volume.
The problem is thus reduced to calculating the required finite-volume transition am-

plitudes. Since the initial and final states are isolated energy eigenstates, these matrix
elements can in principle be computed using established techniques, such as those com-
monly employed to determine form factors. An additional difficulty is that the relevant
two-pion states are not the lowest ones in the specified sector. Two-particle states in
finite volume have, however, previously been studied [4]–[14] and practical methods
have been devised to calculate the higher levels.
To keep the presentation as transparent as possible, we shall consider a simplified

generic theory with two kinds of spinless particles, referred to as the kaon and the pion.
Details are given in the next section, and we then first discuss the form of the two-pion
energy spectrum in finite volume. This is essentially a summary of the relevant results of
refs. [15]–[17]. In Sect. 4 we define the transition amplitudes in finite volume and state
the formula that relates them to the corresponding decay rates in infinite volume. The
following sections contain the proof of this relation and a discussion of its application
to the physical kaon decays.

2. Preliminaries
As announced above, we consider a generic situation where there are two particles, the
“kaon” and the “pion”, with spin zero and masses such that

2m! < mK < 4m! . (2.1)
We assume that the symmetries of the theory are such that the kaon is stable in the absence
of the weak interactions and that the pions scatter purely elastically below the four-pion
threshold. The weak interactions, described by a local effective lagrangian Lw(x), then
allow the kaon to decay into two pions. The corresponding transition amplitude is

T (K ! !!) = "! p1, ! p2 out|Lw(0)|K p#, (2.2)
withp1,p2 andp the four-momenta of the pions and the kaon.We shall only be interested
in the physical case where the total momentum p = p1 + p2 is conserved. Lorentz
invariance and the kinematical constraints then imply that the transition amplitude is
independent of the momentum configuration.
The meson states in Eq. (2.2) are normalized according to the standard relativistic

conventions (AppendixA) and their phases are constrained by the LSZ formalism. In the
case of the pions, for example, one assumes that there exists an interpolating hermitian
field "(x) such that

"0|"(x)|! p# =
!

Z! e$ipx (2.3)
for some positive constant Z! . If the phase of the kaon states is chosen in the same way,
the CPT symmetry implies

T (K ! !!) = Aei#0 (2.4)
with A real and #0 the S-wave scattering phase shift of the outgoing pion state. The
decay rate is then given by the usual expression

$ = k!

16!m2
K

|A|2 , k! % 1
2

"

m2
K $ 4m2

! , (2.5)

proportional to the pion momentum k! in the centre-of-mass frame.
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and the kaon will thus have an appreciable probability to decay into the two-pion state
if one waits long enough (the formula breaks down at very large times, because the
higher-order terms are then no longer negligible).
The central result obtained in the present paper is that thefinite-volumematrix element

M is related to the decay rate of the kaon in infinite volume through

|A|2 = 8!
!

q
"#

"q
+ k

"$0
"k

"

k=k!

#

mK

k!

$3
|M|2 (4.5)

[cf. Eqs. (2.5), (3.5)]. The relation holds under the same premises as Eq. (3.5) and the
comments made in Sect. 3 thus apply here too. Another restriction is that the two-pion
final state has to be non-degenerate in the specified sector of the unperturbed theory.
This condition is satisfied for n < 8 [17], but degeneracies can occur at higher level
numbers and the formula then ceases to be valid.
In principle Eq. (4.5) allows one to compute the kaon decay rate in infinite volume by

studying the theory in finite volume.Note that in the course of such a calculation it should
also be possible to determine the two-pion energy spectrum and thus the scattering phase
$0 in the elastic region.
The proportionality factor in Eq. (4.5) essentially accounts for the different normal-

izations of the particle states in finite and infinite volume. One can easily check this in
the free theory, where the pion self-interactions are neglected. In this case and for n ! 6,
the nth two-pion energy level passes through mK at

L = 2!
k!

"
n. (4.6)

Equation (4.5) then assumes the form

|A|2 = 4
%n

(mKL)3 |M|2 , (4.7)

%n # number of integer vectors z with z2 = n, (4.8)

which is precisely what is derived from the relative normalizations of the plane waves
in finite and infinite volume that describe the (non-interacting) kaon and pion states
(Sect. 6).

5. Proof of Equation (4.5)

The interpretation of the proportionality factor in Eq. (4.5) given above also applies in the
interacting case. This follows from the fact that the transition matrix elements probe the
S-wave component of the two-pionwave function near the origin and that this component
is the same in finite and infinite volume apart from its phase and normalization. The latter
can be worked out explicitly in the framework of refs. [15]–[17], but the calculation is
rather involved and will not be presented here.
Instead we shall go through a different argument, where one studies the influence of

the weak interaction on the energy spectrum in finite volume. This can be done directly,
using ordinary perturbation theory, or one may start from Eq. (3.5) and take the weak-
interaction effects on the scattering phase into account. The combination of the results
of these calculations then yields Eq. (4.5).

infinite volume

finite volume
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Fig. 1.Two-pion energy spectrum in QCD below the inelastic threshold, in the sector with isospin 0, calculated
from Eqs. (3.1)–(3.5) with the scattering phase shift given by next-to-leading order chiral perturbation theory.
The levels shown in this plot are all non-degenerate

4. Kaon Decays in Finite and Infinite Volume

Let us imagine that a state |K! describing a kaon in finite volume with zero momentum
has been prepared at time x0 = 0. In the absence of the weak interactions, this is an
energy eigenstate (and thus a stationary state) with energy mK . However, through the
interaction hamiltonian

Hw =
!

x0=0
d3x Lw(x), (4.1)

the time evolution of the state becomes non-trivial and it starts to mix with the other
eigenstates of the unperturbed hamiltonian. It is straightforward to work this out using
ordinary time-dependent perturbation theory. For the transition probability at time x0 = t
to any finite-volume two-pion state |!!! with energyW , the result

P(K " !!) = 4 |#!! |Hw|K!|2 sin
2" 1
2"t

#

"2
, " $ W % mK, (4.2)

is then obtained (in this equation the states are assumed to be normalized to unity and
higher-order weak-interaction effects have been neglected).
From Eq. (4.2) one infers that the transition probabilities tend to be very small unless

the energy of one of the two-pion final states happens to be close to the kaon mass.
Recalling Fig. 1, it is clear that this will be the case only for certain box sizes L. In the
following we focus on these special values of L and introduce the associated transition
matrix element

M = #!! |Hw|K!, (4.3)

where both states are normalized to unity as before, while their phase will not matter
and can be chosen arbitrarily. SinceW = mK in this case, Eq. (4.2) becomes

P(K " !!) = |M|2 t2 (4.4)

finite volume matrix element
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3. Two-Pion States in Finite Volume

In a spatial box of size L!L!Lwith periodic boundary conditions, the eigenvalues of
the total momentum operator are integer multiples of 2!/L. The energy spectrum is also
discrete in this situation, with level spacings that can be appreciable. In the following
we consider the subspace of states with zero total momentum and trivial transformation
behaviour under cubic rotations and reflections.
The energy spectrum of the two-pion states in this sector below the inelastic threshold

W = 4m! has been studied in detail in refs. [15]–[18]. In particular, for the lowest energy
value the expansion

W = 2m! " 4!a0
m!L3

!

1+ c1
a0
L

+ c2
a20
L2

"

+ O(L"6), (3.1)

c1 = "2.837297, c2 = 6.375183, (3.2)

has been obtained, where

a0 = lim
k#0

"0(k)

k
(3.3)

is the S-wave scattering length (here and below the scattering phase is considered to
be a function of the pion momentum k in the centre-of-mass frame). The higher energy
values in the elastic region are determined through

W = 2
#

m2
! + k2, (3.4)

n! " "0(k) = #(q), q $ kL

2!
, (3.5)

where n = 1, 2, . . . labels the energy levels in increasing order and the angle #(q)
is a known kinematical function (Appendix B). Apart from the lowest level, the energy
spectrum at any given value ofL is thus obtained by inserting the solutions k of Eq. (3.5)
in Eq. (3.4)1.
All these results are valid up to terms that vanish exponentially at large L. Box sizes

a few times larger than the diameter of the pion should be safe from these corrections.
Equation (3.5)moreover assumes that the scattering phases "l for angularmomenta l % 4
are small in the elastic region, which is usually the case since "l is proportional to k2l+1
at low energies.
For illustration, let us consider QCD with three flavours of quarks, unbroken isospin

symmetry and quarkmasses such that themasses of the charged pions and kaons coincide
with their physical values. In the subspace with isospin 0, the two-pion energy spectrum
is then given by Eqs. (3.1)–(3.5), with "0 the appropriate pion scattering phase. If we
insert the phase shift that is obtained at one-loop order of chiral perturbation theory
[20]–[22], this yields the curves shown in Fig. 1. For any other reasonable choice of
the scattering phase the plot would look essentially the same, because the interaction
effects are proportional to 1/L3 and thus tend to be small. Note that the spacing between
successive levels is quite large. One is clearly very far away from having a continuous
spectrum when L & 10 fm.
1 Similar formulae have been derived for the spectrum in the subspaces of states with non-zero total

momentum [19]. The extension of our results to these sectors could give further insight into the connection
between finite and infinite volume matrix elements and may prove useful in practice.

�� scattering phase shift in finite vplume
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K

Fig. 2. Kaon resonance contribution to the elastic pion scattering amplitude in the s-channel. The diagram
appears at second order of the expansion in powers of the weak interaction, with the bubbles representing the
first-order K!! vertex function

As already mentioned in Sect. 2, the kaon is assumed to carry a quantum number
(alias strangeness) that forbids its decay into pions in the unperturbed theory. Since only
the strangeness-changing part of the weak interaction lagrangian contributes to the kaon
transition amplitudes, all other terms may be dropped without loss. The matrix elements
of the weak hamiltonianHw between states with the same strangeness are then all equal
to zero. As a consequence most energy values in finite volume are affected by the weak
interaction only to second order.
First order energy shifts do occur, however, if there are degenerate states at lowest

order that mix under the action of Hw. This is the case at the values of L where one
of the two-pion energy values coincides with the kaon mass, i.e. at the special points
considered in the preceding section. Degenerate perturbation theory then yields

W = mK ± |M| + . . . (5.1)

for the first order change of these energy values (here and below the ellipses denote
higher-order terms that do not contribute to the final results).
The energy shifts (5.1) can also be calculated by including the weak corrections to

the scattering phase on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.5). From the above one infers that
the solutions of Eq. (3.5) we are interested in are given by

k = k! ± "k + . . . , "k ! mK

4k!
|M| . (5.2)

Compared to the kaon resonance width (which is of second order in the weak interac-
tion), these values of k are far away from the kaon pole. The weak corrections to the
pion scattering amplitude in the relevant range of energies are hence small and can be
safely computed by working out the perturbation expansion in powers of the interaction
lagrangian.
One might think that these corrections are all of second or higher order, because the

interaction is strangeness-changing. The reason this is not so is that the kaon propagator
in a diagram like the one shown in Fig. 2 evaluates to

iZK

p2 " m2
K

= ± iZK

2mK |M| + . . . (5.3)

at the energies (5.1) and thus reduces the effective order of the term by 1. This diagram
is in fact the only one that yields a first-order contribution to the scattering amplitude. It
can be calculated by noting that the momenta flowing into the three-point vertices are all
on shell up to higher-order corrections. The vertices are hence proportional to the kaon
decay amplitude A. Together with Eq. (5.3) this leads to the result

#̄0(k) = #0(k) # k! |A|2
32!m2

K |M| + . . . (mod!) (5.4)
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We describe the computation of the amplitude A2 for a kaon to decay into two pions with isospin

I # 2. The results presented in [T. Blum et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 141601 (2012)] from an analysis of

63 gluon configurations are updated to 146 configurations giving ReA2 # 1:381!46"stat!258"syst10$8 GeV
and ImA2 # $6:54!46"stat!120"syst10$13 GeV. ReA2 is in good agreement with the experimental result,

whereas the value of ImA2 was hitherto unknown. We are also working toward a direct computation

of the K ! !!!"I#0 amplitude A0 but, within the Standard Model, our result for ImA2 can be combined

with the experimental results for ReA0, ReA2 and "0=" to give ImA0=ReA0 # $1:61!28" % 10$4. Our

result for ImA2 implies that the electroweak penguin (EWP) contribution to "0=" is Re!"0=""EWP #
$!6:25& 0:44stat & 1:19syst" % 10$4.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.074513 PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.30.Rd, 12.15.Ff, 12.38.Gc

I. INTRODUCTION

It was in K ! !! decays that both indirect [1] and
direct [2–5] CP violation was first discovered and a quan-
titative understanding of the origin of CP violation, both
within and beyond the Standard Model, remains one of the
principal goals of particle physics research. Lattice QCD
provides the opportunity of computing the nonperturbative
QCD effects in general and in hadronic CP-violating
processes, in particular. The evaluation of these effects in
K ! !! decays is an important element in the research
programme of the RBC-UKQCD Collaboration and in this
paper we report on the evaluation of the (complex) decay
amplitude A2, corresponding to the decay in which the two-
pion final state has isospin 2. This is the first realistic
ab initio calculation of a weak hadronic decay. Our final
result can be found in Eq. (25), which we reproduce here
for the reader’s convenience:

ReA2 # 1:381!46"stat!258"syst10$8 GeV;

ImA2 # $6:54!46"stat!120"syst10$13 GeV:
(1)

This is an update of the result presented recently in
Ref. [6] with greater statistics (146 configurations com-
pared to 63 in [6]). More importantly, in this paper we
present the details of the calculation and the analysis which
could not be presented in the original letter [6]. For ReA2

we find good agreement with the known experimental

value [1:479!4" % 10$8 GeV obtained from K' decays],
whereas the value of ImA2 was previously unknown.
This is the first quantitative calculation of an amplitude

for a realistic hadronic weak decay and hence extends the
framework of lattice simulations into the important domain
of nonleptonic weak decays. To reach this point has re-
quired very significant theoretical developments and tech-
nical progress. These are discussed in the following
sections and include:
(1) the control of !! rescattering effects and finite-

volume corrections when two hadrons are present
in the final state;

(2) the use of carefully devised boundary conditions to
tune the volume so that the decay can be simulated
at physical kinematics;

(3) the development of techniques for nonperturbative
renormalization which has made it possible to cal-
culate the matrix elements of the four-quark opera-
tors in the effective Hamiltonian with good
precision and without the use of lattice perturbation
theory;

(4) the improvement of algorithms and teraflops-scale
computing which has made it possible to perform
simulations at physical quark masses.

It has therefore required a major endeavor to control all the
ingredients of the calculation to arrive at the final result.
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ReA2 = 1.479(4)� 10�8GeV

Lattice Experiment

K+ decays

a�1 = 1.364 GeV, m� = 142 MeV, mK = 506 MeV

W2� = 486 MeV

Ci
K!!!t"

CK!tK # t"C!!!t"
$ Mi

ZKZ!!;e
(17)

and fitting to a constant in time t. The quantity Ci
K!! is the

K ! !! correlator with the operatorQi inserted at t and the
kaon and two-pion interpolating operators placed at fixed
times tK and 0, respectively. ZK and Z!!;e are determined
from the kaon and two-pion correlation functions using
Eqs. (12) and (14). For illustration, the left-hand side of
Eq. (17) is plotted in Fig. 5 for each of the three operators
for the choice tK $ 24. The figure demonstrates that suffi-
ciently far from the kaon and two-pion sources the data is
indeed consistent with the expected constant behavior. We
determine the matrix elements by fitting the data between
t $ 5 and t $ tK # 5, where t denotes the time distance
from the two-pion source. The results for Mi=!ZKZ!!;e"

obtained from the fits are indicated on the plot together with
their errors.
The finite-volume matrix elements computed in the

lattice simulations Mi are related to the corresponding
infinite-volume ones Ai by the Lellouch-Lüscher factor
[27,28]:

Ai $
2
4

!!!!!!!!
2ntw

p

2!q!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@"

@q!
% @#

@q!

s 3
5 2!!!!!!!!

2ntw
p L3=2 !!!!!!!

mK
p

E!!Mi;

(18)

where the quantity in square brackets (denoted by LL in
Table III) contains the effects of the Lellouch-Lüscher
factor beyond the free-field normalization. # is the
s-wave phase shift, q! is a dimensionless quantity related
to the pion momentum k! by q! $ k!L=2! and " is a
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operator are contracted (i) with fields from the same cur-
rent in !!sd"L!!sd"L and (ii) with one field from each of the
two currents. Color counting and the vacuum insertion
hypothesis suggest that the two contributions come in the
ratio 1:1=3, whereas we find that in QCD they have the
opposite sign. This had been noticed earlier; see e.g., [16]
and references therein.

We postpone a discussion of the implications of these
results to the "I # 1=2 rule until the next section, but we
believe that the partial cancelation observed in the evalu-
ation of A2 is a significant component.

Evaluation of ReA0.—The evaluation of A0 at physical
kinematics has not yet been completed. The results pre-
sented here are obtained at threshold, with the two pions in
their zero-momentum ground state with each pion at rest
up to finite-volume effects. Even at threshold, we have had
to overcome many theoretical and technical problems,
including the evaluation of the 48 contractions contributing
to the correlation functions, the renormalization of the
operators in the effective Hamiltonian, the subtraction of
power divergences, and the evaluation of the finite-volume
corrections. The threshold calculations do not require,
however, the isolation of an excited state. The pions in a
physical decay each have a nonzero momentum in the
center-of-mass frame, which corresponds to an excited
state in lattice calculations. Given the poor statistical
signals after the subtraction of power divergences and the
evaluation of disconnected diagrams, the evaluation of
A0 at physical kinematics is currently impracticable with
standard techniques and is the main motivation for our
development of G-parity boundary conditions [6–9].

With the two pions at threshold, we find [3,10]

ReA0

ReA2
#

!9:1!2:1" for mK # 878 MeV; m! # 422 MeV

12:0!1:7" for mK # 662 MeV; m! # 329 MeV:

(5)

While these results differ significantly from the observed
value of 22.5, because the calculations are not performed at
physical kinematics, there is nevertheless already a signifi-
cant enhancement in the ratio and it is interesting to under-
stand its origin. In Table II, we present the contributions to
ReA0 from each of the lattice operators in the 243 simula-
tion with a$1 # 1:73!3" GeV and from each MS-NDR
operator at a renormalization scale 2.15 GeV. In both cases,
the dominant contribution comes from the current-current
operators Q2.

Since, in a finite volume, E!!!"2 ! E!!!"0 , one cannot
satisfy the condition mK # E!! for both isospin channels
simultaneously with the same quark masses. Here, we
quote results using the fixed meson masses quoted in
Eq. (5), which is sufficient for our current discussion. For
these masses E!!!"0 # 766!29" MeV [629(15) MeV] and
E!!!"2 # 876!15" MeV [668(11) MeV] for the 163 (243)

lattice. A study that interpolates in the kaon mass to make
both decays energy conserving may be found in Ref. [3].
The dominant contribution from the lattice operator Q2

to the "I # 1=2 correlation function is proportional to the
contractions 2s1 $s2 and corresponds to type 1 diagrams
in the language of Ref. [3] (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [3]). In Fig. 4,
we show the total contribution of Q2 to the correlation
function, as well as the total connected contribution and
that of type 1 diagrams given by i""

3
p f2s1 $s2 g. The errors

on the total contribution are dominated by the disconnected
diagrams. The observation that s1 and s2 have opposite
signs leads to an enhancement between the two terms
rather than the suppression in the factorization approxi-
mation s2 # 1

3s1. Similarly, in the case of Q1, the type 1
combination i""

3
p f2s2 $s1 g is dominant. In this case, both

the correlation function and the Wilson coefficient

TABLE II. Contributions from each operator to ReA0 for
mK # 662 MeV and m! # 329 MeV. The second column con-
tains the contributions from the seven linearly independent
lattice operators with 1=a # 1:73!3" GeV and the third column
those in the ten-operator basis in the MS-NDR scheme at
" # 2:15 GeV. The numbers in parentheses represent the sta-
tistical errors.

i Qlat
i [GeV] QMS-NDR

i [GeV]

1 8:1!4:6" % 10$8 6:6!3:1" % 10$8

2 2:5!0:6" % 10$7 2:6!0:5" % 10$7

3 $0:6!1:0" % 10$8 5:4!6:7" % 10$10

4 & & & 2:3!2:1" % 10$9

5 $1:2!0:5" % 10$9 4:0!2:6" % 10$10

6 4:7!1:7" % 10$9 $7:0!2:4" % 10$9

7 1:5!0:1" % 10$10 6:3!0:5" % 10$11

8 $4:7!0:2" % 10$10 $3:9!0:1" % 10$10

9 & & & 2:0!0:6" % 10$14

10 & & & 1:6!0:5" % 10$11

ReA0 3:2!0:5" % 10$7 3:2!0:5" % 10$7

FIG. 4 (color online). Contributions of Qlat
2 to ReA0 (purple

crosses). The blue squares and black circles denote the con-
nected and type 1 contractions, respectively.
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5. From Finite-volume method to “Potential”
CP-PACS Collaboration (Aoki et al.) PRD71(2005)094504

I = 2 �� system

no interaction

interaction range

L

2-particles in finite box

wave function

The single pion time correlator computed with the aid of
the wall source,

F!!t; t0" #
1

L3

X

~x

h0j!$! ~x; t"W!t0"j0i; (20)

is used to construct the normalized two-pion correlator:

R!t" # F!!!t; t0; t0 $ 1"
F!!t; t0"F!!t; t0 $ 1" : (21)

In the absence of the singular-value solution that belongs to
k2 # 0, this behaves for a large t as

R!t" # C % e&!W%!t&t0"; (22)

where C is a constant and

!W # 2Ek & 2m! # 2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

m2
! $ k2

q

& 2m! (23)

is the energy shift due to the two-pion interaction on the
finite volume. The momentum k2 is calculated from !W,
and it can be used to estimate the scattering length via
Lüscher’s formula.

B. Simulation parameters

Our simulation is carried out in quenched lattice QCD
employing a renormalization group improved gauge action
for gluons,

SG # "
6

X

x

"

C0

X

#<$
W1'1

#$ !x" $ C1

X

#;$
W1'2

#$ !x"
#

: (24)

The coefficient C1 # &0:331 of the 1' 2 Wilson loop
W1'2

#$ !x" is fixed by a renormalization group analysis
[23], and C0 # 1& 8C1 # 3:648 of the 1' 1 Wilson
loop W1'1

#$ !x" by the normalization condition, which de-
fines the bare coupling " # 6=g2. Our calculation is car-
ried out at " # 2:334. Gluon configurations are generated
with the 5-hit heat-bath algorithm and the over-relaxation
algorithm mixed in the ratio of 1:4. The combination is
called a sweep and physical quantities are measured every
200 sweeps.

We use an improved Wilson action for the quarks [24]
with the clover coefficient CSW being the mean-field im-
proved choice defined by

CSW # !W1'1
#$ "&3=4 # !1& 0:8412=""&3=4 # 1:398;

(25)

where W1'1
#$ is the value in one-loop perturbation theory

[23]. Quark propagators are solved with the Dirichlet
boundary condition imposed in the time direction for
gauge configurations fixed to the Coulomb gauge. The
wall source defined by (17) is set at t0 # 12, which is
sufficient to avoid effects from the temporal boundary.

The lattice cutoff was estimated as 1=a #
1:207!12" GeV [a # 0:1632!16" fm] from m% [25]. The
lattice sizes (the numbers of configurations in parentheses)

are 163 ' 80 !1200", 203 ' 80 !1000", and 243 ' 80 !506",
which correspond to the lattice extent 2:61, 3:26, and
3:92 fm, respectively, in physical units. Five quark masses
are chosen to give m2

! # 0:273, 0:351, 0:444, 0:588, and
0:736 GeV2. The numbers of positions that give indepen-
dent wave functions are 165, 286, and 455 for L # 16, 20,
and 24, respectively.

IV. RESULTS

A. Wave functions

The two-pion wave function calculated on the 243 lattice
is exemplified in Fig. 1 on the !t; z" # !52; 0" plane for
m2

! # 0:273 GeV2, with the reference position in (18)
fixed at ~x0 # !7; 5; 2" (x0 # j ~x0j # 8:832). The statistical
errors are negligible in the scale of the figure.

The same wave function is shown in Fig. 2 as a function
of x # j ~xj for independent data points. The branching of
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FIG. 1. Two-pion wave function &! ~x; k" on 243 lattice on
!t; z" # !52; 0" plane for m2

! # 0:273 GeV2. The reference vec-
tor is set at ~x0 # !7; 5; 2" (x0 # j ~x0j # 8:832).

FIG. 2. Two-pion wave function &! ~x; k" on 243 lattice at t #
52 for m2

! # 0:273 GeV2. Horizontal axis is x # j ~xj. Solid
symbols are data points and cross symbols are results of fitting
with G! ~x; k".
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the curve seen in the figure indicates that the wave function
does not represent a pure S wave. This can be understood
by the consideration in what follows. Let f!x" be a function
depending only on x # j ~xj for ~x # $%L=2; L=2&3. The first
derivative is given by

rf!x" # ~x
x

d
dx

f!x": (26)

Thus, f!x" satisfies the boundary condition only when

df!x"=dx # 0 at the boundary where at least one compo-
nent of the vector ~x takes 'L=2. This also means
df!x"=dx # 0 for x ( L=2 from symmetry under the cubic
group. The wave function for the scattering system gen-
erally does not satisfy this. Hence, it cannot be a pure
S-wave function but receives contributions from the states
with angular momenta l > 0. We expect that the wave
function that belongs to the A)

1 representation contains
jl!kx" with l ( 4 but not nl!kx" with l ( 4, because !l!k" is
small for l ( 4 for the two-pion ground state. This is
supported by our results as shown later.

We now consider the two-pion interaction from the ratio:

V! ~x; k" # 4"! ~x; k"
"! ~x; k" : (27)

Here we adopt the naive numerical Laplacian on the lattice,

4f! ~x" #
X

#
$f! ~x) #̂" % f! ~x% #̂" ) 2f! ~x"&; (28)

since k2 is very small and the choice of the numerical
Laplacian is not important for a large x. Away from the
two-pion interaction range, i.e., x > R, we expect that
V! ~x; k" is independent of ~x and equals to %k2. In Fig. 3
V! ~x; k" is plotted for the same parameters as for Fig. 1. The
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FIG. 3. V! ~x; k" in units of 1=a2 on 243 lattice on !t; z" # !52; 0"
plane for m2

$ # 0:273 GeV2.

FIG. 4. Time dependence of V! ~x; k" in units of 1=a2 on 243 lattice for m2
$ # 0:273 GeV2. Horizontal axis is x # j ~xj. We plot a line at

%k2 estimated from the two-pion time correlator.
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interaction kernel

� ei�l(k)

kr
sin(kr � l�/2 + �l(k))

k cot �0(k) =
2�
�L

Z00(1; q2)

Martin’s formula

V (r; k) =
�2�(r; k)

�(r; k)

“Potential” ?

Ishizuka

k �= 2�

L
n

relative distance

phase of S-matrix

�(r; k) =
�

x
�0|�(r + x, 0)�(x, 0)|��, k�



Ishii-Aoki-Hatsuda, PRL90(2007)0022001Without Martin’s rigor and stoicism, 

we rashly defined a NN “potential” as

[�k �H0] �k(x) =
�

d3y U(x,y)�k(y)
�k(r) = �0|N(x + r, 0)N(x, 0)|NN, Wk�

Nambu-Bethe-Salpeter (NBS) Wave function

non-local “potential”

U(x,y) = V (x,r)�3(x� y)

V (x,!) = V0(r) + V!(r)(!1 · !2) + VT (r)S12 + VLS(r)L · S + O(!2)
LO LO LO NLO NNLO

derivative expansion

S12 =
3
r2

(!1 · x)(!2 · x) ! (!1 · !2)

and calculated it in lattice QCD.

!k =
k2

2µ
kinetic energy H0 =

!"2

2µ
free Hamiltonian reduced massµ = mN/2

VLO(x) =
[�k �H0]�k(x)

�k(x)



Central potential Vc(r) from (r) at E ~ 0
(m=0.53 GeV)   

1S0  ,3S1 

Equal-time BS amplitude

Central potential

m! ! 0.53 GeV

our result (quenched QCD)

a=0.137 fm L=4.4fm

potential from experiments

Surprisingly, lattice NN “potential” reproduces qualitative features of NN potentials 
extracted from experimental data, including the short distance repulsion (repulsive core).

Ishii-Aoki-Hatsuda, PRL90(2007)0022001
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Ishii et al. ,PLB712(2012)437

Phase shift has a reasonable shape. 
The strength is weaker due to the heavier quark mass.

Need calculations at physical quark mass on K-computer.

1S0

a0(1S0) = 1.6(1.1) fm

aexp
0 (1S0) = 23.7 fm

1S0



“Potential” vs Finite-volume method  (I=2 pi-pi scattering. Quenched QCD)
b[
°]

ECM[MeV]

V=(1.84 fm)3

V=(2.76 fm)3

V=(3.7 fm)3

V=(5.5 fm)3
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Both methods agree very well.

Kurth-Ishii-Doi,-Aoki-Hatsuda, JHEP 1312(2013)015



6. Conclusion

Martin’s Finite-Volume methods have brought tremendous impacts to our lattice community.

cf. Stone Age -> Bronze Age

Since hadron spectroscopy in lattice QCD is about to be completed, these methods become 
more and more important in the next generation, to investigate hadron interactions in lattice 
QCD. 

Without the non-scientific obligations he had before, I am sure that Martin will bring more 
exciting and important contributions to our lattice community. 

I wish Martin has fruitful and enjoyable life in Bern, and sometimes visit us in Japan ! 

cf. Bronze Age -> Iron Age


